Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. This reoort dowribes an investigation of the effects of increased horsepower on the agility of a helicopter in nap-of-the-earth (NOE) maneuvers. A computer program, the Maneuver Criteria Evaluation Program, was used to simulate the flight of a representative scout-ty.-e helicopter, the OH-58. Calculations were made for both the standard OH-58 and an OH-58 with increased Sistalled power. The increased installed power had significant effects on the agility of the helicopter in evasive-acceleration type maneuvers. Figure 
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INTRODUCTION
Agility is the capability of an aircraft to quickly perform commanded maneuvers. The agility of helicopters is becoming increasingly important with the recent emphasis on nap-of-the-earth (NOE) tactics in hostile environments. The problem of delivering close support and observation in a mid-intensity conflict is made more difficult by new, sophisticated fire control systems. The vulnerability of the helicopter has been increased by these new weapon systems, which have high rates of fire, are able to penetrate foliage, and are augmented by greatly increased detection abilities that allow sophisticated radar range firing, and automatic range corrections and radar directing. High-. ,eed flight is no longer sufficient alone; it is also necessary to have good agility, through greater acceleration capabilities, to evade the new weapon systems.
The object of the investigation described in this report was to determine the effect of increased available power on helicopter agility while performing evasive-acceleration type maneuvers. Increased power should allow faster accelerations, thus making a helicopter more agile.
There are four sources of power for a helicopter: the engine (installed power), rotor inertia (rotational kinetic energy), altitude loss (potential energy), and airspeed loss (kinetic energy). Gains of potential and kineti; energy are impractical in the NOE environment, where the helicopter cannot afford to lo3e altitude or airspeed. Installed engine oow3r and rotational kinetic energy are the remaining sources. The approach taken in our investigation was limited to increasing the horsepower of the engine. The use of increased rotational kinetic energy was not investigated because we lacked the ability to model rotor inertia effects.
A standard OH-58 was chosen as a representative scout-type helicopter to be used as a baseF-e vehicle. Helicopter flight performance was calculated for selected maneuvers with the aid of the Maneuver Criteria Evaluation Program (MCEP). Then the performance of an OH-58 with increased horsepower was calculated for the same maneuvers to identify the potential improvements in agility. The modified OH-58 with increased power had the same characterization as the standard OH-58 except that the engine produced 420 shp (representing an Allison 250-C-20B).
We assumed that the modified version would have an uprated transmission, that the rotor would have the aerodynamic and dynamic qualities to allow the increased thrust, and that the modification would not change the gross weight of the vehicle. Standard sea level conditions were used in the calculations (US Standard Atmosphere, 1962).
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANEUVER CRITERIA EVALUATION PROGRAM (MCEP)
The MCEP is a digital computer proqram that solves helicopter flight path equations.' The program uses basic work, energy, and power relationships to calculate a helicopter's ability to change its speed and direction. The progr3m predicts how much power is required by the helicopter as a function of the flight condition, the load factor, and certain physical parameters of the heficopter, from a set of closed-form equations. Any excess in engine powe. over the power required at the specific flight condition may be used by the helicopter to increase altitude, airspeed, or rotor speed, or to change direction. The concept of changing energy levels to control the direction and speed of flight is explained in Reference 2.
The power requirements of an OH-58 as calculated by the MCEP correlate well with data obtained from actual flight tests (Figure 1) 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANEUVERS
The maneuvers chosen for the investigation were representative of maneuvers flown in NOE. The selected evasive-acceleration type maneuvers were:
Bob-Up
In this maneuver the helicopter changes altitude while maintaining a constant attitude by climbing vertically from a hover.
Pop-Up
This maneuver is similar to the bob-up except that it is initiated at low airspeeds. The helicopter gains altitude while maintaining a constant attitude and ground speed.
i Lateral Acceleration and Deceleration
In this maneuver the helicopter accelerates to the right or left from a hover while maintaining a constant altitude and tracking a target. The helicopter accelerates until the desired sideward velocity is reached; then it decelerates to a hover while still tracking the target. This maneuver is controlled by the bank angle that the helicopter maintains in thR acceleration phase of the maneuver.
Lateral Acceleration With Recovery
In this maneuver the helicopter accelerates to the rihtt or left from a hover while maintaining a constant altitude and tracking a target. The helicopter accelerates until a command velocity is reached; then the helicopter stops tracking the target and swings its nose into the wind.
Longitudinal Acceleration
In this maneuver the helicopter accelerates to a specified velocity while maintaining a constant altitude and attitude. The thrust vector of the main rotor is tilted so that the horizontai component is increased until the power required matches the power supplied by the engine.
Longitudinal Deceleration
In this maneuver the helicopter decelerates to a specified velocity while maintaining a constant altitude and attitude, through a power relationship in which th. available power is determined by the specified minimum power allowable.
All of the above maneuvers are limited by the power available and are controlled by the rate at which the power is applied with the exception of the longitudinal deceleration maneuver. In each case, the power was applied at the fastest possible rate, simulating maneuvers of maximum urgency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MCEP simulations showed that horsepower has a significant influence on the agility of the OH-58. Selected time histories from the series of simulated maneuvers are presented in Figures 2 "hrough 7.
Bob-Up
Time histories for the bob-up maneusfer are shown in Figure 2 . In this manevuer, the helicopter was initially hovering and was commanded to rise 50 feet in the minimum time. The simu!ated maneuver was performed with the maximum power available. Both helicopters had the same vertical jerk limit, which is the rate of change of load factor. This is usually a limit imposed by the pilot and was set at 0.5g/sec for this investigation. Thi5 limit can be seen in the time histories of the normal load factors, where the initial slope is the same for both helicopters. The difference between the performance of the helicopters is the ability of the helicopter with 420 shp to attain a maximum load factor of 1.5, resulting in a maximum vertical velocity 11.6 ft/sec; while the helicopter with 317 shp can only reach a 1.27 load factor, resulting in a maximum vertical velocity of 3 ft/sec. This difference in maximum vertical velocity affected a significant parameter in this maneuver: the time it took each helicopter to reach 50 feet. This difference in ability is important in NOE, where a helicopter might bob up from behind ground cover, such as trees, for surveillance or a rapid gun burst. The helicopter with 420 shp was able to stabilize at 50 feet in 6.3 seconds; the helicopter with the standard, 317 shp engine took 17.4 seconds.
Pop-Up
The pop-up maneuver is controlled in exactly the same manner as the bob-up; however, the helicopter has forward speed in the pop-up maneuver. For the pop-up shown in Figure 3 , the forward velocity was set at 15 knots. Because less rotor-induced power is required and because the system has more kinetic energy, more of the engine's total energy is available for the maneuver. The helicopter with 317 shp was able to climb to 50 feet in 7.85 seconds, at a maximum vertical velocity of 8 ft/sec; while the helicopter with 420 shp climbed to 50 feet in 3.45 seconds, attaining a maximum Ioaa factor of $1.69
and a maximum vertical velocity of 25.4 ft/sec. In fact, the modified OH-58 overshot and did not arrest its vertical velocity until 5 seconds at an altitude of 57 feet. The differences in performance indicate the value of increased available horsepower. The results of this maneuver also allow an observation relevant to tactics. A helicopter is much more agile in a pop-up maneuver than in a bob-up maneuver: the time needed to reach 50 feet was halved with only 15 knots of forward speed. The resulting longitudinal ground run may be significant when considering the terrain and foliage, and was 199 feet for the standard OH-58 and 127 feet for the increased horsepower model.
Lateral Acceleration and Deceleration
Lateral acceleration and decleration maneuvers are important in NOE tactics. For examp:e, a he!icopter could be flown sideways from behind a group of trees to allow the observation
of or to fire at the enerr y. Also, the maneuver can be used as an evasive tactic that allows the target to be t-acked at the same time.
The simulated maneuver we performed involved a lateral acceleration from hover .o 30 knots and, immediately, a deceleration back to hover. In this maneuver the thrust vector accelerates and decelerates the helicopter, and is controlled by the bank angle. The bank angles for acceleration and deceleration were opposite but of equal magnitudes. The bank angle was reversed when the desired sideward velocity was approached.
Increased horsepower did not improve sideward acceleration and deceleration as much as it improved pop-up and bcb-up (see Figure 4 ). The helicopter with the increased horsepower reached 30 knots about 1/2 second sooner than the standard OH-58.
Lateral Acceleration With Recovery
Additional power improved the performance of the lateral acceleration with recovery maneuver more than it improved the performance of the laterdl acceleration and deceleration maneuver. In this maneuver (see Figure 5) , when the helicopter approaches the desired 35-knot lateral velocity, it rolls to a bank angle at which the ti-;st vector balances the drag (i.e., no acceleration). Then the helicopter stops tracking the target, swings its nose into the wind, and maintains the commanded recovery velocity. The helicopter with the increased horsepower was 1 second ahead of the standard OH-58 and reached a maximum lateral acceleration of 31 ft/sec 2 , at a bank angle of 45 degrees, while the standard OH-58 was able to reach a maximum lateral acceleration of only 20 ft/sec 2 , at a bank angle of 32.5 degrees. In both lateral acceleration maneuvers, the acceleration of the high power helicopter could have been even better had the helicopter been allowed to bank more than 45 degrees. The bank angle is limited by the pilot; many pilots might exceed 45 degrees bank. The standard OH-58 was limited by its power in each case, having been able to reach bank angles of only 38.4 and 32.5 degrees.
Longitudinal Acceleration
The longitudinal acceleration of the helicopter was significantly affected by the additional ho~sepower. Time histories for a typical longitudinal acceleration run are presented in Figure 6 . As can be seen in the figure, the high horsepower helicopter was run at 378 shp, although the actual installed horseDower was still 420 shp. The maneuver was run with 90 percent of the available engine power since the apptcation of full power caused the high pcwered heiicopter to assume an angle of attack exceeding -90 degrees in an effort to use all of the powe, available. This is unrealistic, of course, and the maximum power setting was consequently reduced. The results of the standard helicopter reflect the maximum performance of *hat helicopter since the power setting was 100 percent. With 378 shp, the modified helicopter attained the desired speed of 60 knots 1.5 seconds before the 317 shp helicopter.
Longitudinal Decelerations
The effect of increased horsepower on the results of the IGngitudinal decelerations is inconclusive (Figure 7) . This is a result of the manner in which the longitudinal deceleration is modeled in the MCEP. In this program, longitudinal deceleration is controlled by the minimum power allowed from the engine during the maneuver, while the maximum deceleration is restricted to a negative 0.5g. The deceleration is not a function of the flare attitude and maximum power available. The minimum power allowed is specified by the user; whereas the restriction on the maximum deceleration is specified within the MCEP. For the maneuvers presented in Figure 7 , it was specified that both helicopters be allowed 10 percent of their maximum installed horsepower. Thus the standard OH-58 had a minimum power limit of 31.7 shp, and the modified OH-58, a minimum power limit of , 42 shp. This resulted in the standard OH-58's decelerating to a hover sooneo. than the modified one. In practice, the pilot determines what his lower limit shoulu be; if he had a maximum installed power equal to 420 shp and limited his power to 7.4 percent, the results would be identical to those obtained with 10 percent of 317 shp. Furthermore, in practice. the pilot is more likely to decelerate the helicopter by flaring to a pitch-up attitude and increasing the thrust vector, providing a force in opposition to its motion. If this were allow. , the agility would improve with increased horsepower.
CONCLUSION'S AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Increased installed power has significant effects upon the agility of the OH-58. This is shown in the results from the bob-up, pop-up, and lateral and longitudinal accelerations, where increased ;ns:alled power produced improved agility. This is particularly important in NOE missinns where, in general, agility cannot be gained through other sources of energy. The gainin-i of energy through airspeed and altitude losses is impractical in the NOE environrneqt.
While ti"' longitudinal deceleration results did not indicate improved agility, due to the manner in which longitudinal deceleration was modeled, in actual NOE flight the pilot wnuld probably use a technique that would result in improved agility if a minimum deceleratinn time was essential.
Piloc-' techniques arid l:mitations play an important role in the performance of a helicopter. This can be seen from several of the maneuvers in this investigation. The pilot possesses cer3;ri limits with resoect ro rates and reaction .imes. The helicopter possesses -nother et of limits. If the helicopter's abilities are improved so that its limits are beyond those of the pik t's, the pilot's limits will obviously prevail, and the improvements to the helicoptnr wiil go unnotic-"d. t
To establish helicopter design criteria that reflect the limitations of the pilot, the following ;vestigations should be made with the use of a ground-based simulator:
1. An investigation of the pilot's tolerance to angular rates and accelerations experienced in lateral and longitudinal maneuvers.
2. An investigation of the effects of angular rates and accelerations on the pilot's ability to maintain control of the aircraft.
Another source of power, increased rotor inertia, should also hav,; a beneficial effect on maneuverability and agility. It has been -stimated that an OH-58 with approximately 50 pounds of weight added to e3ch blade tip would have 30 to 50 percent more power available for quick maneuvers th3n a standard OH-58.
To facilitate research into the effects cf rotor inertia on agility, the MCEP should be modified to handle variable main rotor inertia and rate cf rotor revolution. This would also allow an investigation oi a potential "reserve" maneuverability in the event of a power failure during NOE and improved autorotation landings.
OH-58 clear configuration Gross weight/u' 2800 lb 
420shp
25-420h
40-20-317 shp 
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AFT SHAFT LONGITUDINAL input data for the OH-58 helicopter and the initial conditions are given in Table A-1. A time history OT the bob-up maneuver for the 420-shp helicopter is shown in Table A-2. While calculations were made every .05 second, only every fifth time-history computation was printed. Table A-3 is a summary of the bob-up. For convenience, the format of this output has been standardized. In some cases this means that labels such as "DESIRED", "ACTUAL", and "ERROR" are not meaningful but simply identify end points of the maneuver segment. Power and altitude histograms for the bob-up are shown in Table  A 
